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welcome message
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introduction

The Power &
Potential of
Asia Pacific

"Man is harder than rock and more
fragile than an egg." Yugoslav proverb
We live in a fragile world. Politically,
economically, environmentally,
socially – in many respects the last 12
months have not been overly forgiving
to the world we live in and 2012 will
continue to hold challenges for many.

still positive and still encouraging. Some

area adjacent to the Asia Pacific Bar on

areas stand out with much higher increases

Level 3 with 17 companies present, including

– Sri Lanka at 21% for example.

Pandora, Mandarina Duck and Lubritrade.

Not surprisingly, China is listed as the top

I am sure many of you will have heard that

destination, emerging as a strong shopping

the Suntec Centre is to undergo a major

destination alongside some other Asian

refurbishment – literally starting as we

countries such as Thailand and Singapore.

close the doors on this year’s event. It will

But China is also increasingly becoming a

enable us to further expand the show next

major source of outbound travellers and

year, if necessary, in what promises to be a

considerable double-digit growth is forecast

truly fabulous exhibition venue. TFWA has

for a large number of markets, including

an exceptional relationship with the Suntec

Korea, Japan, Malaysia, Singapore, Thailand,

Centre and these new plans will certainly

Vietnam and – further afield – the USA.

help us to ensure that we can meet all

Chinese Taipei has also recently opened as

exhibitor and visitor expectations during our

a destination and is projected to have high

next three years at the venue.

growth. But for the aviation industry there

Again this year, we are offering our highly

remain challenges – oil prices the most

successful ONE2ONE meetings service

obvious brake on economy prospects.

– now being opened up to airlines as well –

The Chinese Dragon is a symbol of Power and

and of course our week in Singapore would

Potential – and Asia clearly has both. It’s the

not be complete without some fantastic

theme of our Conference this year at TFWA

social and networking events: the golf, the

Asia Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE and we have a

Welcoming Cocktail at Raffles, the Chill-

superb line-up of business strategists, with

out Party at the Mandarin Oriental and the

keynote speakers including Furla CEO Eraldo

Singapore Swing – this year at the truly

But this is the Chinese Year of the Dragon,

in the Asia Pacific region grew 5.7% to

Poletto, Global Institute For Tomorrow CEO

inspiring GardenAsia. Details can be found

considered the year of good luck and good

1.43 billion last year, with several airports

Chandran Nair, and Holition CEO Jonathan

within this issue.

fortune in the areas of health, wealth and

achieving double-digit growth – New Delhi

Chippindale. In the presentations we will be

Have a safe and smooth trip to Singapore,

living a long and prosperous life. None

up a very healthy 21%, Jakarta +19% and

looking at the region’s recent performance,

and we look forward to meeting you there.

of us would say no to that! And certainly,

Bangkok +12%. Beijing, with 77 million

future prospects, key trends and the

despite many global uncertainties, we

passengers last year, is now the world’s

opportunities that we as an industry should

are now working within a more positive

second busiest airport behind Atlanta.

and could be tapping into. You can read

and optimistic business environment –

And, at the time of writing, international

more about the Conference and associated

exemplified by a highly successful TFWA

passenger traffic figures for January/

Workshops in this issue.

World Exhibition last September and

February from the Association of Asia

I mentioned above that this year’s TFWA Asia

possibly one of the most vibrant Duty Free

Pacific Airlines (AAPA) continued to show

Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE is a sell-out show

Shows of the Americas in March for many

positive growth, 6.1% over the same period

– and so it is with a record 236 companies

years. It bodes well for what is a sell-out

in 2011. PATA, in its latest report, also

exhibiting on nearly 7,000sqm of floor

event in Singapore this year.

remains confident that growth will continue,

space – enabling us to introduce 62 new or

And Asia, we know, is where it’s all

predicting 486 million arrivals into Asia

returning brands to the show. This year, to

happening! Despite all the difficulties faced

Pacific next year, up 7% since 2009. Perhaps

accommodate the growth, we’re opening

last year, according to ACI, passenger traffic

not as high a figure as once predicted – but

up a new high profile Mezzanine exhibition

TFWA's global
industry vision
The TFWA Industry Association
Working Lunch takes place on Monday
14 May from 13:15 to 14:30. This
year’s theme is “Securing our future”,
and the working lunch will provide
a proactive forum for participants
to discuss issues of concern to the
industry, as well as how regional
associations are collaborating to
secure the future of duty free/travel
retail in Asia and beyond.

Erik Juul-Mortensen
President, TFWA

the European markets in terms of regulatory
requirements and cultural heritage
regarding the consumption of alcohol.
Tuli commented: “I am very pleased
that our two organisations have decided
to implement Codes of Conduct which

Juul-Mortensen, TFWA President; Sunil Tuli,

formalise the engagement of the duty free

President, APTRA & Managing Director, King

and travel retail industry in the fight against

Power Group Hong Kong (Duty Free); and

excessive consumption of alcohol. I hope

Sarah Branquinho, President Elect, ETRC

that this initiative will be the first of many

& Business Relations & External Affairs

initiatives leading to greater collaboration

Director, World Duty Free Group.

between regional associations to promote

In an example of the ongoing engagement
between industry associations, APTRA and
ETRC have launched simultaneous SelfRegulatory Codes of Conduct for Alcohol

During the TFWA Industry Association Working Lunch,
APTRA President Sunil Tuli will summarise some of the
latest issues and advocacy initiatives specific to the
Asia Pacific region.

and protect our industry.”
Space restrictions mean attendance at the
TFWA Industry Association Working Lunch
is limited. Those interested in participating

Sales in Duty Free and Travel Retail. In

excessive consumption or misuse of alcohol

are encouraged to write to conference@tfwa.

essence, the ETRC and APTRA Codes

in the duty free and travel retail channel.

com to request an invitation. Please note

Leading industry figures delivering

are very similar in seeking to ensure that

The two Codes were developed to respect

that the TFWA Industry Association Working

addresses in the workshop will include Erik

retailers and producers do not encourage

the differences between the Asia-Pacific and

Lunch is not open to the press.

Official
AIRLINE

Girl as an iconic symbol of quality customer care and
service, Singapore Airlines has earned a reputation
as an innovative market leader, combining quality
products with excellent service.
On 28 March 2011, Singapore Airlines launched its first
South American destination with three-times-weekly
services to Sau Paulo in Brazil. The airline’s route
network, including Singapore Airlines Cargo and its
subsidiary regional airline SilkAir, currently covers
105 destinations in 40 countries.

New this year:

Free wifi inside the exhibition halls.

From a single plane to an internationally respected
brand, more than 60 years of innovation and service has
propelled the growth of Singapore Airlines to become
one of the world’s leading carriers with an advanced
fleet. With one of the world’s youngest fleets in the air,
a network spanning six continents, and the Singapore
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The theme of this year’s TFWA Asia Pacific
& GATE ONE2ONE conference is ‘Power and
Potential in Asia Pacific’. A high-profile range of
speakers will provide a fascinating insight into key
aspects of the business across the region, while
also assessing its future direction.

Conference
AND Workshops
programme
Monday 14 May 2012

11:15-13:15 Morning Workshops

09:00-10:45 Morning Plenary

PLEASE NOTE: Workshops A and B run simultaneously

13:15-14:30

Theatre, Suntec Level 2
In his traditional State of the Industry address,

Workshop A: China revisited

Workshop B: Emerging Asia

TFWA President Erik Juul-Mortensen will

Theatre, Suntec Level 2

Room 303/304/305, Suntec Level 3

TFWA Industry Association Working
Lunch – Securing our future
Room 208/209, Suntec Level 2

assess the challenges and opportunities

By invitation only – Not open to the Press

faced in the region. He will focus on some

There are many dimensions to the power

There is a great deal more to ‘Emerging

of the factors behind growth in Asia Pacific,

and the potential of the duty free and

Asia’ than the powerhouses of China and

referencing the duty free “superpowers”.

travel retail market in China: the Chinese

India, which constitute both emerged and

The TFWA Industry Association Working

Untapped potential in the region will also be

consumer and their behaviour in duty free

developing markets. Elsewhere in Asia,

Lunch will provide an opportunity to discuss

explored, with an emphasis on turning Asia’s

at home and abroad; the growth of the

there are significant growth potential

some of the issues which are of concern

consumers into customers.

Chinese duty free sector for international

markets for the duty free and travel retail

to the industry today and how the regional

travellers; the domestic travel retail market

sector, such as Indonesia, the Philippines or

associations are working together to resolve

Following on, APTRA President Sunil Tuli

where the majority of China’s air traffic is

Vietnam.

them and protect the world of duty free, both

will highlight current industry challenges

centred today; not to mention the sheer size

This session will explore the economic

in Asia and beyond.

in the Asia Pacific region, which are being

and growth potential of the market. This

landscape of Asia’s other emerging markets,

addressed both by APTRA and by other

session will explore these aspects to provide

assess the potential for the duty free and

ETRC President-elect Sarah Branquinho

industry bodies.

insights into a market that will never cease

travel retail sector, and look at some of the

will provide a summary of the various issues

to surprise.

travel retail operations and their experience.

that the industry associations are currently

Chandran Nair, CEO of GIFT, Global Institute

addressing to curb some of the threats to

For Tomorrow, will focus on the future

Charles Chen, Vice President of China Duty

Martin Roll, Martin Roll Company

the industry globally.

landscape for business in Asia, revealing

Free Group (CDFG)

Chim Esteban, CEO, Landmark Duty Free

APTRA President Sunil Tuli will summarise

some of the promising and the harsh

Chandran Nair, CEO, GIFT (Global Institute

Philippines

some of the latest issues and initiatives on

realities. Looking beyond the headlines of

For Tomorrow)

Stuart Lloyd, Senior Director, Pacific Asia

advocacy in the Asia Pacific region specifically.

“The Asia Century”, he will highlight both

Derek Sadubin, Chief Operating Officer,

Travel Association

President Erik Juul-Mortensen will share

geo-political issues and the economic shift

CAPA

Richard Ferne, Regional Director S.E. Asia,

TFWA’s vision, based on member and other

from West to East.

Garry Stasiulevicuis, Managing Director,

Camus Spirits & Wines

industry stakeholder input, of how a global

Counter Intelligence Retail

Anastasia Wahyuni, Head of Corporate

association could adopt a more participative

Communication, Pt. Angkasa Pura Solusi

role in the industry, working alongside and

Furla CEO Eraldo Poletto will look at how
brands can harness the growth trend in Asia.

Moderator: Dermot Davitt, Executive

Furla is one of the luxury brands enjoying

Director – Deputy Publisher,

Moderator: Charlotte Smith, Editor, The

around the globe. The lunch will be an

the unfettered growth from Asia’s brand-

The Moodie Report

Travel Retail Business

opportunity to share thoughts and ideas

supporting the partner regional associations

hungry consumers. He will examine how

on such an organisation with stakeholders

brands can attract Asia’s consumers more

present, and to discuss how the regional

effectively and more responsibly in travel

Translation available in Mandarin

associations, individual companies and a

retail, appealing to their desire for luxury,

and Japanese

central global body could collaborate.

their social status and their conscience.

Due to space restrictions, attendance
is limited. All interested parties are

Moderator: Michael Barrett, Conference &

encouraged to write to conference@tfwa.com

Research Manager, TFWA

to request an invitation. Please note that this
working lunch session will not be open to
the press.

Translation available in Mandarin
Erik Juul-Mortensen, President, TFWA

and Japanese

Sunil Tuli, President, APTRA and Managing
Director, King Power Group Hong Kong (Duty
Free)
Sarah Branquinho, President-elect, ETRC
10:45-11:15

13:15-14:30

and Business Relations & External Affairs

Business networking with coffee

Business networking lunch, Main Ballroom

Director, World Duty Free Group
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2012 conference
& workshops
sponsors:
Diamond:

14:30-16:30 Afternoon Workshops

17:00-17:45

PLEASE NOTE: Workshops C and D run simultaneously

Closing Plenary
Theatre, Suntec Level 2

Workshop C: Technology Talk

Workshop D: Airline & Inflight Asia

Theatre, Suntec Level 2

Room 303/304/305, Suntec Level 3

Creating powerful
customer experience
Jonathan Chippindale, CEO, Holition

The social media and smartphone

Legacy, low cost and hybrid… different

phenomenon has taken the retail world by

airline business models are all serving the

The Closing Plenary will explore a new

storm – domestic and travel retail included.

same market. What will the future hold for

dimension to the potential for customer

The fast pace of progress in technology,

the Asia Pacific skyline?

engagement in duty free and travel retail.
Jonathan Chippindale, a former Managing

mobile internet speeds and device
DARK BACKGROUND

Platinum:

1 colour print

Workshop sessions:

DARK BACKGROUND

1 colour print

innovation has provided further impetus to

Who are the key players, what is their

Director of the De Beers Group, will reveal

social media.

approach to inflight duty free, what will

a new world of customer experience to

be the key challenges to inflight duty free

illustrate how brands and retailers can

Some actors in the travel retail sector have

in Asia and how are airlines innovating

engage consumers at all points of the

adopted this powerful medium early on and

today? These are some of the questions

journey. He will look at the new frontiers

used it to their advantage. There is still huge

which the expert panel of airline and

of digital marketing and how this can be

potential for the industry to take travel retail

inflight experts will address in this

combined with premium and luxury brands

to the consumer wherever they are. This

detailed analysis of the airline and inflight

creatively. Jonathan will embark delegates

session will explore the principles of social

industry across Asia Pacific.

on a journey of discovery into the powerful

media best and worst practice, take a look

opportunities and untapped potential. The

at some examples from the industry and

David Huttner, Senior Vice President,

session promises a whole new dimension to

discuss how retailers, airports, airlines and

Nyras Capital

managing customer expectations.

brands can make best use of technological

Aldric Chau, Assistant Manager Inflight,

advances and social media.

Cathay Pacific

Moderator: Michael Barrett, Conference &

Vimal Rai, Executive Director, Inflight Sales

Research Manager, TFWA

Christina Cassiotis, Vice President, Leader

Group Hong Kong

Airport, ICF SH&E

Peter Mohn, Partner, Mind-set

Simon Kemp, Managing Director,

Irene Chan, Inflight Sales & Amenity

Translation available in Mandarin

We are social

Manager, Dragonair

and Japanese

Shashank Nigam, CEO, SimpliFlying

Morning coffee break:

Moderator: Amanda Felix, Publisher, DutyModerator: John Rimmer, Executive

Free News International & Travel Retailer

Director – Business Development, The

International

Moodie Report

Translation available in Mandarin

Conference portfolio:

and Japanese

Conference hostess outfits:
16:30-17:00

17:45

Business networking with coffee

TFWA Asia Pacific Bar, Suntec Level 3
TFWA DAILY – 5
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01

02

Major brands
debuting in
Singapore
TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE is an important event in the
development strategies of many leading international brands. This
year’s range of exhibitors includes 62 that are either exhibiting
for the first time or returning after an absence. Here, we profile a
selection. Further instalments of our focus on new and returning
exhibitors will feature in subsequent issues of The Daily.

Titan Watches 01

Lubritrade Trading 02

Stand L7

THE Mezzanine 318

Who are you?

What are your objectives?

Who are you?

Why exhibit now?

Titan Industries Ltd, a US$1.4 billion

We hope to engage with several of the

Lubritrade is a leading consumer product

We are back at the show this year after

(revenue in 2010-2011) listed company,

representatives from key partners who

and services company catering to the

a two-year absence due to our principal

is the fifth largest integrated watch

come to this forum looking for new and

ever-growing and changing demands of

brand merger. We are now ready and

manufacturer in the world, manufacturing

exciting opportunities in the space of

domestic, regional and global customers.

will participate at this event under our

more than 11 million watches every year,

personal accessories. We also hope to

Our company was established in 1986.

corporate company, Lubritrade. With the

with a customer base of over 100 million

raise the interest levels in Titan amongst

Since its inception, we have developed

support of our principal, we will showcase

in 27 countries.

the audience coming to the exhibition.

ourselves as a reputable marketing and

the core ABInbev brands for introduction

We will use the forum to showcase

distribution company with an extensive

into the travel retail segment.

Who buys your products?

the latest styles in the Titan range. We

network, allowing the successful

Our products are mostly targeted towards

also wish to bring to life the new Titan

distribution of consumer goods using

What are your objectives?

the young, modern and aspirational

Retail Identity for Shop in Shop format –

Singapore as the main logistics base into

We hope to introduce our range of beer

consumer who is well travelled

something which could be brought to life

various key regional markets.

to new and potential customers, and also

and discerning.

in many duty free points of sale.

seek opportunities to work with airport/

Who buys your products?

seaport F&B operators with our range of

Our core businesses are consumer goods

international draught beer: Stella Artois,

Titan is the fifth largest watch player

What is your unique
selling point (USP)?

distribution and travel retail. We supply

Beck’s, Hoegaarden White and Leffe

in the world and has set its ambitions

Titan’s strength comes from its diversity

and cater to mainly regional markets

Blond.

to climb up the charts rapidly. We have

of offering. This is based on its unique

in South East Asia. Our customers are:

undertaken big leaps in marketing the

understanding of consumer needs and

Airport DF operators, downtown DF

What is your USP?

brand across our key international

aspirations coupled with its strength

operators, seaport DF operators, cruise

We represent the best of the world

markets. One of the big catalysts in

across the value chain of watches – from

liner operators, border shop operators,

selection of beer:

such a transformation, both in terms of

design to manufacturing to distribution

and diplomatic and Embassy sales.

Lager beer – Stella Artois and Beck’s.

imagery and business, is the role played

to retail to marketing. Innovation is one

White beer – Hoegaarden White.

by travel retail. We recognise its potential

of the platforms we work on. We offer

Abbey Beer – Leffe Blond and Leffe Dark.

and the opportunities it presents.

distinctive, trendsetting and refreshing

Speciality beer – Hoegaarden Forbidden

designs at attractive value propositions.

Fruit.

Why exhibit now?

Stand D1
w w w. t r a v e l - b l u e . c o m
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03

04

Furla 03

Monteil Paris 04

Stand E19

Stand F5

Who are you?

Why exhibit now?

Who are you?

Why exhibit now?

Furla is one of Italy’s most prestigious

In view of our existing business and our

Without a doubt Germaine Monteil is one

To start to establish Monteil in

leather goods and fashion companies,

aggressive plans for expansion in the Asia

of the great personalities of the history

the Asian market.

based in Bologna. Today the company

region, it is vital that we attend TFWA

of cosmetics. World-famous for the

is present in 63 countries with 319

Asia Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE. If we are

innovative force of her haute couture, she

What are your objectives?

single-brand shops situated on the

to develop our regional business – and

recognised that perfect care and make-

To get new Asian contacts, present the

most prestigious international shopping

we most certainly are – then this is a vital

up provide the finishing touches to every

brand and find interested distributors.

streets, a distribution network with over

event to be part of.

modern appearance. She founded her own

a thousand official points of sale and a

cosmetics company in 1936, Germaine

What is your USP?

large travel retail network. In travel retail

What are your objectives?

Monteil Cosmetics, and hired high-calibre

High-class products with high-class

we sell primarily bags and small leather

We are using this event to introduce our

researchers and doctors to develop a

ingredients and innovative products

goods, but the company also sells shoes,

first and exclusive in-flight collection,

scientifically-based skin care programme.

for skin care.

jewellery and other accessories.

which is very exciting. So all airlines at

What began with a lipstick – the first

the show should make a point of coming

cosmetics product developed by Monteil

Who buys your products?

to see us if they haven’t already made

– quickly became a successful enterprise.

Women all over the world and of all

an appointment! We are introducing our

ages buy Furla. We have lines within our

AW12 collection to buyers within the

Who buys your products?

collections that appeal to everyone from

region – it’s a fabulous collection and

Cosmeticians, perfumeries and cosmetics

the fun-loving young woman on holiday

really should not be missed.

institutes. Our target group is women aged
between 30 and 65.

to the sophisticated business-woman
looking for practical travel bags. And

What is your USP?

we have bags for every occasion, from

Furla is unique in its use of materials

the beach to lunch with friends to the

and production methods, which result in

business meeting to an evening in the

shapes and colours that are simply not

friendly bar or Black Tie ball.

found with other brands. The ‘Furla and
I’ “IT” bag, for example, is reversible and
changes shape at the same time.
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New product
previews

New products are the very essence of the TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE
ONE2ONE exhibition. This year, with a record number of exhibitors and many
new brands, will see more exciting and innovative products than ever before.
Here, we highlight a selection of the new launches at the show. Further new
product previews will follow in subsequent issues.

Misaki’s
Tribal
Beauty

Preppy
style

The ‘Tribal Beauty’ jewellery collection will be
presented by Misaki. The Monte Carlo-based
jewellery and watch designer has designed the
new range taking inspiration from a futuristic,
wild and savage vision of contemporary beauty.
The collection features earrings, bold
necklaces, chunky bracelets, stacked bangles

At TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE,

and rings. The Feline line, for instance, uses

Tommy Hilfiger will be exhibiting its Spring/

a contrast between the rough texture of

Summer 2012 collection, which is branded

materials, the finest quality pearls and the

‘Prep World’.

sharpest metallic finish, for a wild and daring

The range is inspired by the globe-trotting

style inspired by feline prowess. This line

adventures of the Hilfiger’s and it’s a diverse

includes a ring, necklace and two bracelets.

collection that combines classic prep style

Also included in the Tribal Beauty collection is

with cultural inspiration from across the globe.

the Wings line, in which pearls are combined

Prep City is inspired by New York, the city

with sterling silver. The Wings pendant,

where it all began for Tommy Hilfiger. Both

earrings, necklace and key ring have been

metropolitan and sophisticated, it also offers

designed to symbolise the freedom and beauty

a touch of spontaneity, with the classic Tommy

of the soul.

red, white and blue combined with striking

Combining mother of pearl and silky pearl, a

orange and green pop highlights.

pendant, earrings and necklace make up the

Casual and classic styles offer a relaxed look

Bliss line of jewellery. Further lines within the

and chinos and denim form the basis of the

Tribal Beauty range are Native and Savage,

preppy outfits. The outerwear products include

while a Bloom Ring, Blow Ring, Senses

heavyweight cardigans with chunky toggled

Bracelet, and Energy Bracelet are also offered.

fasteners and shawl collars. Fresh patterns
are also available in a new variety of shirts.

Stand G31

Stand H4
The scent has been created by internationallyrenowned perfumer Frank Voelkl and the

Dazzling
aroma

bottle was designed by Henry de Monclin

Dazzle is the newest fragrance from Paris

accents. In addition to the eau de parfum

Hilton and it will be presented in Singapore on

spray, a Dazzle Body Lotion is also available.

the Parlux Fragrances stand. Pink lady apple,

Frederick E. Purches, chairman and CEO,

sweet and tart, opens the fragrance, followed

Parlux Fragrances, said: “Dazzle gives Paris’

by notes of maraschino cherry and peach

inner beauty a chance to shine though. This

nectar. The heart contains notes of violet

fragrance shows off her sensuality and her

petals, pink calypso orchid and orange

sophistication; it’s rich, sparkling and, as Paris

blossoms. Vanilla, white patchouli

so delightfully is, fun and flirty.”

and crystallised musk then bring the
scent together.

of HDM Design. The flacon is rounded and
faceted and the sleek platinum cap is frosted
in glittering pink jewels. The packaging
continues the rosy gem motif with platinum

Stand B12
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OakHeart
set for
Asian
success

and a registered patent enables Rosafox fur

Summer
shawls

accessories to be washable in water.
The summer collection includes pretty
floral-paisley prints in coral red and tropical
turquoise. The earth colour combinations
and brilliant black add a touch of luxury
to all styles. All of the accessories are

New exhibitor

made from 100% natural materials and are

Rosafox is celebrating its 20th anniversary by

already exported to more than 20 countries,

launching a new summer collection of shawls.

including Japan, Russia, South Korea and

The versatile shawls are made of wool, silk and

Kuwait. The growing demand for European

Bacardi OakHeart, the biggest product

a combination of both, and are decorated with

luxury brands in China has also presented

launch from Bacardi in 15 years, will

farmed Finnish Blue Fox, which matches the

an opportunity for the expansion of Rosafox

be showcased at TFWA Asia Pacific &

colour of the fabrics.

in this market.

GATE ONE2ONE. As Bacardi celebrates

All of the products are manufactured in Finland

its 150th anniversary, the introduction of

using the traditional know-how of the fur sector

Stand F02

Bacardi OakHeart in Asia is set to make
a dramatic impact on the spiced rum
category and the rum category
as a whole.
The product has already proven to be a
big hit in North America, and it’s expected
to have the same impact in Asia.
Bacardi OakHeart is an expertly blended,
smooth and smoky, spiced spirit
and it ensures that Bacardi now has
expressions across all rum segments –
traditional, flavoured and spiced.

North America has been beyond our

Paul Francis, regional director –

expectations and we’re looking forward to

Asia-Pacific, Bacardi Global Travel

building on this success in Asia.”

Retail, said: “Bacardi OakHeart is a

Bacardi OakHeart is currently available

perfect illustration of the way in which

exclusively at DFS Changi Airport, and will

Bacardi is still innovating after 150

be rolled out across the region from July.

years. The reception it has received
from our customers and customers in

Stand D22

Style. Quality. Value

Balmoral Dominican Selection

Outstanding styles, quality materials and high-performance polarizing
lenses. Polaroid sunglasses have it all - at surprisingly attractive
prices. Just what travellers will be looking for!

The Balmoral Dominican Selection Collection 12
offers a luxury assortment box containing
Small Panatela, Panatela and Corona cigars.
To produce these high-quality cigars, modern
craftsmanship is combined with the finest tobaccos
from the wide region of the Caribbean.
Taste the authenticity. Expect the unexpected.

The Real Dominican Experience
BDS Collection 12 adv 133,5X195.indd 1
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Braun’s
innovation

TFWA ASIA PACIFIC & GATE ONE2ONE SHOW PREVIEW 2012

épil 3 epilators now also come in a more
sleek and modern design. The newly added
Smartlight reveals even the finest hairs, and
there are two speed settings.
Meanwhile, Braun’s three premium
Multiquick juicers are said to represent

Braun is showcasing a range of new

a new generation of kitchen appliances:

products. Its new Silk-épil 5 and 3 epilators

elegant and stylish yet extremely practical.

have undergone a design and feature

The award-winning juicers are available in

upgrade in order to attain a more consistent

three versions – all equipped with a powerful

look and feel for the total Silk-épil range.

motor and two speed settings for hard

oscillations per minute,

Silk-épil 5 epilators have been upgraded to

and soft fruits and vegetables. The large

removing more plaque

Silk-épil 7 technology. Close-grip technology

75mm chute means whole fruits are easily

than a manual toothbrush.

with 40 tweezers removes hair as short as

processed, and the fast juicing system fills a

Braun is also exhibiting a

0.5mm, while the pivoting head smoothly

glass in just 15 seconds.

selection of clocks

adapts to every body contour. The epilators

Other products on show in Singapore include

and watches.

are fully washable and the newly designed

the Oral-B Stages Power kids’ toothbrush,

power switch offers two speed settings. Silk-

which features 9,600 side-to-side

Celebrate
the sun

Stand E13

the sunglasses make an impact, in

in its language of design and in its details.

particular thanks to their high design

Action by Design stands for a lifestyle

standards and high level of comfort resulting

characterised by movement in the sun,

from their lightness.

supported by three models in the Silhouette

“The two collection lines, Lifestyle by Design

SUN 2012 collection.

– for that chic look and good vision in the sun,

Silhouette will also be showcasing the adidas

and Action by Design – for sporting moments

Originals eyewear. The Foray sunglasses

Silhouette is presenting its new 2012

in the sun, give expression to the basic

hark back to the 1950s and have a casual

sunglasses collection, which combines

philosophy as a core message and structure

elegance. The colours are conservatively

pioneering, mainly rimless eyewear design

the collections in two lifestyles,” said brand

classic: the Foray is available in the

and optimum sun protection. There are

director Andreas Aschauer-Martinelli.

combinations black/white, white/originals

16 models designed to meet individual

Lifestyle by Design sunglasses are the

blue, brown tortoise and green tortoise.

requirements.

trendsetters in the SUN 2012 collection. The

In addition to offering perfect sun protection,

line consists of 13 models – each one special

Wines &
spirits

Stand D8

include the super-premium Lindhorst range
of wines, which comprises six 2007 vintage
red wines. Other wines being highlighted
include the popular Blossom Hill selection,
Follador premium Prosecco selection,
which includes a special gift tube for travel
retail, and Champagne Penet Chardonnet

New exhibitor

– available as a Cuvee Diane Claire Grand

World of Patria International (WOPI) is

Cru and Grand Reserve Grand Cru, both

introducing its portfolio of premium and

presented in a gift box.

super-premium spirits and wines to the Asia

WOPI will also be showcasing its range

Pacific market on its debut at TFWA Asia

of premium and super-premium spirits,

Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE.

including The Last Drop, Orbis and Sir George

The event will see the introduction of the

Pot Still Brandy. One lucky visitor at the show

First Cape range of wines to the Asian and

will win a bottle of The Last Drop 1960 Blended

Australasian markets. First Cape offers a range

Scotch Whisky, with a suggested retail price of

of white, red and rose wines plus a recently

$2,700, through a simple business card draw.

introduced lighter alcohol Café Collection.
New products in WOPI’s wine portfolio also

Stand A26
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Scents
for him
and her

Awardwinning
watches

bottle and is also present on the packaging.
Meanwhile, Police To Be Woman carries a
rock-like theme and is aimed at women aged
18-35. Opening notes of tangerine, lime and
Granny Smith apples are followed by sweet
heart notes of white flowers. The base notes
consist of warm noble woods and musk.
As with the male fragrances, To Be Woman
is presented in a skull-shaped bottle, which

The Skagen Denmark 234 Series was

Three new fragrances will take centre stage on

is given a feminine touch thanks to its

awarded the “red dot” seal of quality

the Mavive stand in Singapore. Following the

purple colour.

in the “red dot award: product design

success of Police To Be, a second masculine

The final of the three new scents – Zippo

2012” category earlier this year. The

line and a new line for women will be

Into The Blue – is characterised by a

product was awarded the accolade by

presented. Into The Blue, the third fragrance

delicate, fresh and persistent masculine

a jury of 30 world-class experts.

from Zippo, will also be highlighted.

note. The design is based on the famous

“It is a great honour to be recognised

The new male fragrance from Police,

Zippo lighter, which is reflected in the shape

with the red dot quality label in our watch

which is called The Illusionist, is based

of the bottle, the metallic elements and the

design for the third consecutive year,”

on the original concept of the To Be line.

opening click. It is available in 30ml, 50ml

said Charlotte and Henrik Jorst, owners of

The themes of darkness and mystery are

and 100ml versions.

Skagen Designs. “To see another one of our

represented by the iconic symbol of the

men’s watches receive the prestigious red

skull, which is reflected in the shape of the

Stand L30

dot award is a great accomplishment
for us.”
The distinctive 234 Series features a
perfectly contoured matte titanium, ultraslim case with a heavy gauge mesh band,
housing an innovative carbon fibre top ring.
The design carries through into the lower
dial, creating an interlaced carbon backdrop

case in bright white, with layered matte

for luminous white indicators and 3-hand

dials, a bright red second hand and steel

movement with a bright orange second hand

hourly indicators. The celebratory model is

and date function.

completed with a supple genuine leather

To celebrate the success of the flagship

matte strap in white.

233 Series of watches, Skagen has also
created an innovative Ultra Slim Ceramic

Stand K18
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The Mezzanine
This year’s TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE will be the biggest yet, with 236
exhibiting companies on nearly 7,000sqm of floor space, and many new brands. In order
to accommodate the unprecedented demand, a high-profile new exhibition space is
being opened. The Mezzanine, located adjacent to the TFWA Asia Pacific Bar on Level 3
of the Suntec Centre, will feature 17 leading brands. Here, we highlight a selection.

Natural
jewels

Perfect
sound

New exhibitor
Sennheiser is showcasing its new Amperior
headphones. Based on the legendary HD
25 DJ headphones, they are optimised
for connection to an iPad, iPhone or iPod.

Floral Nostalgia, the Spring Summer

The rugged headphones can cope with an

collection from PANDORA, will be on show

extremely high sound pressure level and

at TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE.

offer professional-level sound. Meanwhile,

The range has been designed to celebrate

the closed design keeps out background

the enduring beauty of nature and includes

noise. The Amperior headphones have a

a decorative collection of jewellery pieces,

luxurious aluminium finish in silver or blue

which have been hand-finished to the

and come equipped with a 3.5mm stereo

highest standards. The pieces feature

jack plug. Sennheiser is also presenting the

precious metals, sparkling gemstones

CXC 700 ear-canal phones, which are an

and pearls.

extension to its Travel Line. A new feature

Among the highlights is the bouquet

is the innovative NoiseGard/digital system,

blossom ring in sterling silver with 14k solid

pearl is encircled with 14k solid gold and set

and clips can be added to the famous

which offers travellers a choice of three

gold detailing. A dragonfly pendant is also

in a sterling silver ring.

charm bracelets.

noise cancelling profiles.

crafted from polished sterling silver, while

Hook, pendant and hoop earrings are also

a delicate blossom carved from mother of

featured in the collection, while charms

The Mezzanine 305

The Mezzanine 316
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Valuable
timepieces
New exhibitor
Among the latest timepieces being presented
on the Ernest Borel stand will be the Jules
Borel Collection, which is named after the
founder to commemorate his outstanding
contribution to Ernest Borel.
The hour, minute, second and date indication
features are emphasised by the white dial set
with diamonds on the power reserve indicator
and 3, 9 and 12 o’clock hour-markers. The
timepiece comes with a stainless steel

colour case and bracelet. The transparent back

case, with 18k pink gold bezel and two-tone

shows the decorated rhodium plated movement

bracelet with 18k pink gold links.

with its blue screws and brand logo.

Further to its 155th Anniversary Celebration,

Also on show will be the Retro Collection,

the romantic brand has also launched an

which is available for both ladies and

upgraded version of the Royal Collection.

gentlemen. Each timepiece displays hour

This collection includes a 2895 Swiss-made

and minute, and boasts either a genuine

automatic movement with small second

leather strap or stainless steel bracelet.

indication at 6 o’clock, three-dimensional
Roman numerals, and a stainless steel bi-

The Mezzanine 309

Glam
watches
New exhibitor
Following on from the success of the first
SoBe Collection, Glam Rock is introducing new
additions to the range of watches, including
Lady SoBe, SoBe Fashion and SoBe Tachymeter.
Glam Rock’s SoBe Collection offers watches
with interchangeable case covers. The patented
‘Just Click’ technology offers a unique new

Travel
exclusives

product to the marketplace.
Lady SoBe features smaller 40mm
cases enriched with metal bracelets and
glittering diamond cased covers. The SoBe

New exhibitor

Tachymeter adds a sporty element to the

Italian fashion brand Mandarina Duck is

original line and now features tachymeter

exhibiting for the first time at TFWA Asia Pacific

indexes on its case covers. Its 44mm case is

& GATE ONE2ONE, where it will showcase its

the same size as the classic SoBe collection,

first travel retail exclusive collection.

making it possible to mix and match

Mandarina Duck specialises in leather

combinations between the collections.

goods and travel items, and is renowned

Thanks to the Just Click technology, SoBe

for the design of its products. Its latest

timepieces can complement any look. A number

collection includes lines such as B-Drop,

of celebrities have been spotted wearing SoBe

Biker Mix, Printed In and Zip Up. Meanwhile,

watches recently, including actor Jamie Foxx

its first ever travel retail exclusive collection

and singer Britney Spears.

– Flying Duck – features a range of wallets,

The Mezzanine 303

key rings, passport holders, business card
cases, and iPhone and iPad cases.
Vanni Martignago, travel retail manager,
said: “We are delighted to exhibit at TFWA in
Singapore as a first-time exhibitor, in a region
where the potential for the brand is very big.
After the purchase of the company by E-Land,
a Korean retail group with a yearly turnover
of US$7 billion, Mandarina Duck is very much

For generations the British Royal Family have chosen wedding
rings made from Welsh gold. It is a touch of this same rare gold
that is contained within each piece of Clogau jewellery.

www.clogau.co.uk

focused on expanding its travel retail network,
entering new markets and strengthening the
existing ones, by presenting dedicated products
along with the benchmark lines that have
created the success of Mandarina Duck so far.”

The Mezzanine 312

See us on stand B8 at TFWA AP Singapore May 15-17
Contact David Butler david.butler@clogau.co.uk
+44 7595 733379 to arrange an appointment.
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Inventive
vodka

Luxurious
liqueur

SPI Group will exhibit Stolichnaya Premium

Lateltin AG will be presenting the popular

Vodka’s new Stoli Chocolat Razberi.

Cresta Swiss Chocolate Liqueur at this

Produced using Stolichnaya’s four-stage

year’s show in Singapore. Cresta is a

filtration process, Stoli Chocolat Razberi

cream liqueur with the typical taste of

delivers notes of rich, deep chocolate and

Swiss chocolate. Its unique bottle

warm vanilla-cocoa accents

shape and the real gold print

followed by a delicate hint of

represent the smoothness and

fresh raspberries. The new
packaging is a sleek frosted
bottle featuring chocolate
wrapped around the iconic

Silicone
style

high quality of the product,
while the design focuses on
its Swiss origin.
First produced in 2006,

Stoli logo, pouring down on

Cresta Swiss Chocolate

to a plump fresh raspberry

Liqueur was initially

beneath. The reverse of

New exhibitor

exported to Bangkok four

the bottle features an

Jacques Farel will exhibit the new EMC range

years ago. It was then

embossed Stoli logo and

at TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE. EMC

launched in Singapore and

signature cocktail recipe.

stands for Evolution = Modern Creativity and

is now available in a number

“Stoli is excited to introduce

the collection comprises 30 new models

of Asian and European duty

a chocolate-raspberry

made purely out of silicone. There are 18

free destinations.

flavoured product to the

unique colourful silicone watches, six funky

Lateltin is a manufacturer

vodka category,” said

pendants and six never-seen-before silicone

of liquors and distillates and

Val Mendeleev, CEO, SPI

chain watches. The EMC collection is aimed at

sole distributor for many well-

Group. Stoli Chocolat

today’s young ladies that are both modern and

known international brands in

Razberi will be rolled

creative and the colours are very much in tune

the Swiss market, but Cresta

out across Asia Pacific

with the latest i-trends. The packaging is also

Swiss Chocolate Liqueur is its

from June.

based on an innovative light bulb design.

main export product.

Stand N22

Stand N8

Stand A5

Let’s celebrate the 30th anniversary
of the Goldbar ! Limited edition
14 –Goldkenn-Black.indd
TFWA DAILY
2
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Hello
Asia

expertise of Whitehouse Travel Retail and its
sunglasses division. The Formula 1 brand’s
sunglasses range is suitable for those with
or without a passion for racing. A variety
of super sleek, lightweight and design-led
McLaren sunglasses will be available for

Exclusive
scents

both men and women. Whitehouse has
New exhibitor

chosen nine skus to premier in travel retail,

Ajmal is exhibiting a range of fragrances

Whitehouse Travel Retail – a prolific supplier

ranging from US$120-170 to make the brand

that are exclusive to travel retail,

and distributor – is preparing for its first

widely accessible.

including Unveil parfum concentrate.

TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE,

Whitehouse is also particularly proud of the

Unveil is said to engulf the senses in

bringing jewellery, watches, sunglasses,

newly-introduced sports watch brand KROC.

a spicy floral top of nutmeg, black

gadgets and plush to the Asia market.

The low-priced sports ION watch brand

pepper, clove and cumin wrapped

Key developments on show at the

has also now launched its extended two-

around a heart of dulcet sandalwood

Whitehouse stand will include new

year warranty. The range of KROC watches

combined with fresh rose and jasmine

collections from the distributor’s own-brand

includes a buckled negative ion model,

– an exotic fusion that rests on a

Adorn, easy but useful travel gadgets from

a snap on strap with removable Citizen

musky backdrop intensified with a hint

Gadget Republic and a host of designer

movement dials and the multi wrap-around

of tonka beans.

sunglasses including those from well-known

snake models in various colourways.

Accord Boise features a combination

racing brand McLaren. McLaren is the latest
big name to enter travel retail through the

Stand A27

of coffee and pepper, which gels
harmoniously with a heart of sage
and incense that settles warmly into a
woody base of ginger and patchouli.
Accord Violet is a delicious bouquet,
featuring peach and blackcurrant
which rest on a spicy-floral heart
of clove, violet and jasmine. The
fragrance mellows with a base of
Tuberose, with vanilla and patchouli

notes. The fragrance opens to a fresh burst

providing warmth and longevity.

of grapefruit followed by black pepper,

Ambre Pimente is designed for him and her

cinnamon, patchouli, tonka, amber and

– a spicy woody ambery accord, with a blend

leather, bringing a layer of warmth to

of amber & spice, mixed with warmth of

the scent.

cedar, Guaiac wood and musk.
Finally, Ambre Fruite has fruity spicy

Stand C2
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Diamond
Jubilee

TFWA ASIA PACIFIC & GATE ONE2ONE SHOW PREVIEW 2012

Palaces – the independent charity that looks
after five of London’s palaces. A special
commemorative collection, Royal Jubilee,
has been commissioned in honour of Her
Majesty the Queen’s Diamond Jubilee.
Brand Ambassador Claire Jones, former
official Royal harpist, has joined the

Clogau, the fine Welsh gold jewellery

team and heralded the launch of the new

brand, will be showcasing its new Spring &

Heartstrings collection inspired by the harp

Summer 2012 collections in Singapore. It

– the musical instrument of Wales favoured

will also, for the first time, be demonstrating

by Royalty.

its interactive display unit, which helps

Other new pieces that will be present at

retailers illustrate the rich heritage of the

TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE include

brand – in particular its 100-year association

the Seren (Welsh word meaning ‘star’)

with Royalty. The unit is the perfect sales

pendant and the Kensington collection,

tool to utilise in airports, cruise ships and

which is the most popular internationally in

other duty free retail spaces.

terms of listings.

The brand will reveal newly created
collections in association with Historic Royal

Stand B8

Classic fragrances
VAG is the new licensee for Leonard Paris

Taiwan and China, so it seemed obvious to us

and has been inspired by the iconic House of

to present it in Singapore. The name of this

Haute Couture and the tradition of its classics

creation, just called ‘Leonard’, is a choice we

fragrances. At TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE

have made to symbolise the new era of the

ONE2ONE, it will present the new creation

fragrances of Leonard Paris. The most beautiful

named ‘Leonard’. This new feminine fragrance

asset of this perfume is the extraordinary

is said to be a tribute to the creative world of

fragrance. Once you’ve smelled it, the only thing

Leonard Paris, famous around the world for the

you need to remember is: that’s Leonard!”

creation of outstanding prints on silk dresses

VAG will also show another classic French

and tops.

brand, Jean Couturier, with two new releases

“The official release will be in October,” said

– Eau de Coriandre and Eau de Parfum

Victor Gambirasio, founder of VAG. “But the

Coriandre.

Asian market is in the roots of Leonard Paris,
with 120 flagships in Singapore, Korea, Japan,

Stand P4

Visit us at Booth G18
16 – TFWA DAILY
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Enjoy
the Chocolate Side
of Life

EXCEPTIONAL QUALITY
AWARD-WINNING BRANDS

For a chance to win a bottle of
The Last Drop 1960 Blended Scotch Whisky worth $2,700 (Suggested RSP)

Visit us at Booth A26 at the TFWA Asia Pacific Show

It’s all in the mix
worldofpatria.com
+44 (0)1892 890202
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The design of the bottle further enhances

Masculine
scent

the fragrance and its sleek lines, technical
expertise, functionality, ergonomics and
performance clearly express the MercedesBenz brand values. It also carries the brand
emblem, the famous three-pointed star,
which is engraved at the base of the bottle

New exhibitor

and embossed at the top of the heavy

The first fragrance for men from Mercedes-

black cap.

Benz will be presented in Singapore.

As well as the eau de toilette, a range of other

Visitors to the INCC Group stand will have

products has also been developed. In addition

the opportunity to preview Mercedes-Benz

to a 200ml Shower Gel and 75g alcohol-free

Perfume that is designed to complement

Stick Deodorant, a 120ml After-Shave spray

the Mercedes-Benz lifestyle high-end

and 100ml After-Shave balm are also offered.

fashion accessories.

The eau de toilette itself is available in three

The sophisticated scent was created in

sizes – 120ml, 75ml and 40ml.

partnership with Olivier Cresp, and the
result is a woody, floral and fresh fragrance.

Stand P26
intensify its appearance, which is further

Elegance
from
ESCADA
Eyecatching
pieces

Also included is the 925 sterling silver
Audrey piece. The finely polished ceramic
features transmit matte shiny light effects
and combine with the ESCADA logo
on the strap.
Another of the timepieces in the range
is Lauren. Its golden-white appearance

The PT Switzerland/Fortune Concept stand

includes shades of silver, pink and mint,

will present the new ESCADA watches and

while it also boasts sparkling zirconia stones.

jewellery collection 2012. Among the lines

Alicia, meanwhile, is a line of 925 sterling

is the Charlene timepiece. The oval shapes

silver, gold-plated bracelets, rings and

on the strap surround the casing with its

creoles, which can be worn either separately

clear lines and give the watch a feminine

or together to complement an elegant look.

and casual character. The black dial and
Pranda Group is showcasing a variety of

emphasised by numerous diamonds.

the slightly darker bezel around the edge

Stand C21

new jewellery items, including new pieces
from the Baldessarini watch and jewellery
collection. The pieces feature bold symbols,

jewellery design, which is a renewed desire

unconventional materials and stylish vintage

to depict the beauty of nature. In a variety of

Creative
jewellery

clear crystal and pearl balls, matching well

cities, including MXP (Milan), FCO (Rome), JFK

Pica LeLa is launching new products under

inspirational pieces to choose from, in line

(New York), TYO (Tokyo), CPT (Cape Town),

its Flexi and Mosaic collections, which are

with the latest jewellery trends and colour

Boston, Chicago and Moscow. Stainless steel,

exclusive to travel retail. The Flexi Collection

schemes. The new piece AURORA combines

silicone, subtle green tones and leather provide

combines edgy designs with creative

colourful expressions with the dazzling

exciting contrasts. Pranda Group is also

craftsmanship to depict an ‘I can change’

sheen of colour stones, which is designed to

showing pieces from the Merii Bijoux collection

attitude and create ‘I’ style. Being different

convey goodwill in life.

– a brand for ladies who follow fashion trends.

from traditional pearl jewellery, the new

Merii Bijoux is an everyday versatile and diverse

piece GLAMOUR underlines changes in pearl

elements. The jewellery combines the elegance
of herringbone patterns with expressive
masculinity to create strong, powerful pieces.
Meanwhile, Baldessarini’s range of watches is
named after the airports of major international

in harmony, they look unique from different
angles. The Mosaic Collection is a mixture
of flavours and colours designed to suit the
taste of every female. There are a variety of

Stand E18

collection of fashion jewellery to suit all tastes
and occasions.
This year, caï jewels is introducing a new
collection with eye-catching centrepiece
stones surrounded by a unique dot pattern.
The colourful stones featured in the earrings,

Underberg's anniversary

chains and rings are said to send out strong

New exhibitor

Filled with 12 Underberg portion bottles,

signals. Meanwhile, the caï men range of

Underberg will present a portfolio of

it is a collectors’ item and an ideal gift for

accessories is designed to reawaken your

products for the first time at TFWA Asia

friends or business partners.

inner cowboy. Featuring bold masculine

Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE. Underberg

Almost 10 years ago, Underberg started

elements, the new collection embodies

is a natural herbal digestive made from

its loyalty campaign, ‘TOPS&MORE’, which

the myth of the Wild West. Additions to

a selection of the finest aromatic herbs

allows consumers to swap their bottle tops

the collection in 2012 include a revolver

from 43 countries. These unique herbs are

for attractive gift items from the Underberg

cartridge, to be worn nonchalantly around the

blended with 44% vol. premium-quality

Collection. To celebrate the 165th anniversary,

neck. Robust in appearance, the pieces are

alcohol. The natural product helps digestion

limited edition awards have been created.

sophisticated with striking design elements.

and is free of added sugars, contains less

These include a bi-colour design tall glass with

Leather features in most caï men pieces,

than 1 bread unit per portion-bottle and is

green stem insert, a set of seven historical

offering an attractive contrast to the high

gluten free and low in histamines.

metal signs with Underberg advertising motifs,

quality 925 sterling silver.

In Singapore, the company will present

and a new nostalgic postcard block.

Stand A17

the Underberg Gift Tin, 2012 Anniversary
Edition to celebrate its 165th anniversary.

Stand A4
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Golf

Raffles Hotel
sunday 13 May, 19.30

Welcoming
cocktail

Sunday 13 May, 07:30
Sentosa Golf Club, Tanjong Course
For many, the annual Golf
Tournament is the perfect way to
tee-off their week in Singapore.

Sunday’s Welcoming Cocktail
will transport you to the breathtaking surroundings
Sunday
13Raffles,
May,Singapore’s
19:30 finest hotel.
of the
legendary
Dress code:Hotel
smart casual – Entrance by invitation only
Raffles
A shuttle service will be available from all major official hotels

TFWA
Asia
Pacific
Bar

The friendly competition once

This year’s Welcoming

Monday 14 May to Thursday 17

again takes place at the beautiful

Cocktail returns to the iconic

May, 08:00-19:30

Sentosa Golf Club and provides

Raffles Hotel – birthplace

Suntec, Level 3

a leisurely start to the week. As

of the famous Singapore

always, there are fantastic prizes

Sling. The stunning setting

The TFWA Asia Pacific Bar is

on offer for ‘hole in one’, ‘longest

is perfect for informal

conveniently-located on Level 3

drive’ and ‘nearest the pin’. The

networking, providing the

of the Suntec Centre and is firmly

format of play is Stableford, with

opportunity to meet new

established as the ideal onsite

tee-off times from 07:30 onwards.

business colleagues and

networking location. It provides

old friends. It is sure to be a

the perfect venue to meet up with

memorable evening.

clients and colleagues in relaxed

Transportation leaves the Mandarin
Oriental Singapore at 06:15.

surroundings.
Dress code: Smart casual

In partnership with:

Entrance by invitation only.

Breakfast served from 08:00 to

A shuttle service will be

09:30 (except Monday)

available from all major hotels.
Lunch from 11:30 to 15:00
(except Monday, and last orders

Wednesday 16 May, 19:30, GardenAsia

at 14:15)
The stylish Singapore Swing Party is firmly established as a highlight of
Bar from 18:00 to 19:30 (except

the week, and this year evokes the magical island of Bali, celebrating

Monday, open from 17:30)

traditional Indonesian music, dance and culture. Set in the idyllic
GardenAsia, delegates will enjoy a Balinese buffet and spectacular

The bar will open from 17:30

entertainment to conclude a busy week of business.

on Monday to provide optimum

Chillout
Party
Tuesday 15 May, 19:30
Mandarin Oriental Hotel
Delegates can relax and network
at this year’s Chill-out Party.
The spectacular pool area of
the Mandarin Oriental Hotel
provides the venue for The Night

networking opportunities following

Dress code: Smart casual

the TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE

Entrance by invitation only.

ONE2ONE conference.

A shuttle service will be available from all major hotels.

Leisure and
social activities
The renowned programme of leisure and social activities
at TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE always delivers
memorable events to augment a busy week of business.
Delegates can swing into action at the popular Golf
Tournament, relax at the Chill-out Party and end the week in
style at the always-spectacular Singapore Swing Party.

Spa, where guests will enjoy a
sumptuous pan-Asian buffet
and experience massages from

The Travel Retail Business

For Travel Retail Excellence in Asia/Pacific 2012

Blues Night

The DFNI Awards

A shuttle service will be available

Monday 14 May, 21:30 until late

Tuesday 15 May, 18:00

from all major hotels.

Le Baroque, Chijmes

Suntec Theatre, Level 2

The Blues Night is a renowned fixture during the week of TFWA
Asia Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE. The Travel Retail Business
invites all delegates and exhibitors to attend what promises to
be a night of exceptional live blues and rock music from The
Billy Norman Band.

The DFNI Awards for Travel Retail Excellence in Asia/Pacific
recognise the achievements of the Asia/Pacific travel retail
industry, with awards in several categories decided by a vote
open to all companies operating in the region.

around Asia.
Dress code: Casual
Entrance by invitation only.

Kindly sponsored by:

Open to all TFWA Asia Pacific & GATE ONE2ONE participants.
Important: All attendees must bring their TFWA Asia Pacific &
GATE ONE2ONE badges to gain entry.

Dress code: Business
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EXHIBITOR LISTING ����
Stand name

Stand Number

sector

ACCA KAPPA..................................................................................................................................................H1............................................................................................................. Fragrances & Cosmetics
AGIO CIGARS.................................................................................................................................................. E9........................................................................................................................................ Tobacco
AJMAL............................................................................................................................................................ C2............................................................................................................. Fragrances & Cosmetics
ALD INTERNATIONAL – New Exhibitor..................................................................................................... J13............................................................................................... Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
ALEXANDER - DISTILLERIA BOTTEGA.......................................................................................................... J9.............................................................................................................................. Wine & Spirits
ALPURE..........................................................................................................................................................M9............................................................................................................ Fragrances & Cosmetics
ANGUS DUNDEE DISTILLERS...................................................................................................................... Q10............................................................................................................................. Wine & Spirits
APPARTEMENT A LOUER - PARIS – New Exhibitor. ................................................................................. Q4.....................................................................................................................Jewellery / Watches
ARNOLD ANDRE / MAC BAREN....................................................................................................................M4....................................................................................................................................... Tobacco
ARTDECO COSMETIC GROUP........................................................................................................................H3............................................................................................................. Fragrances & Cosmetics
BACARDI GLOBAL TRAVEL RETAIL..............................................................................................................D22............................................................................................................................. Wine & Spirits
BACHE-GABRIELSEN / DUPUY COGNAC...................................................................................................... Q5.............................................................................................................................. Wine & Spirits
BAGLLERINA – New Exhibitor.............................................................................................................. Mezz304........................................................................................... Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
BARBARA RIHL – New Exhibitor. ......................................................................................................... Mezz308........................................................................................... Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
BARDINET...................................................................................................................................................... A1.............................................................................................................................. Wine & Spirits
BEAM, THE EDRINGTON GROUP – New Exhibitor...................................................................................N31............................................................................................................................. Wine & Spirits
BELUGA – New Exhibitor........................................................................................................................... E6.............................................................................................................................. Wine & Spirits
BELVEDERE DUTY FREE................................................................................................................................ K5.............................................................................................................................. Wine & Spirits
BEURER........................................................................................................................................................ L02.................................................................................................................................. Electronics
BONARDO TRAVEL RETAIL............................................................................................................................ L9.......................................................................................................... Confectionery & Fine Food
BONBON WATCH........................................................................................................................................... P2.....................................................................................................................Jewellery / Watches
BOTRAN PREMIUM BRANDS – New Exhibitor..................................................................................... Mezz322......................................................................................................................... Wine & Spirits
BRAUN GMBH............................................................................................................................................... E13.................................................................................................................................. Electronics
BRITISH AMERICAN TOBACCO...................................................................................................................HS27...................................................................................................................................... Tobacco
BRUYERRE..................................................................................................................................................... P1.......................................................................................................... Confectionery & Fine Food
BUCKLEY JEWELLERY LTD...........................................................................................................................N9.....................................................................................................................Jewellery / Watches
BUTLERS........................................................................................................................................................ Q9.......................................................................................................... Confectionery & Fine Food
CAMUS COGNAC........................................................................................................................................... K13............................................................................................................................. Wine & Spirits
CHÂTEAU D’ESCLANS/ SACHA LICHINE.....................................................................................................N30............................................................................................................................. Wine & Spirits
CHURCHILL’S CONFECTIONERY – New Exhibitor..................................................................................... Q6.......................................................................................................... Confectionery & Fine Food
CL WORLD BRANDS DUTY FREE..................................................................................................................M8............................................................................................................................. Wine & Spirits
CLOGAU..........................................................................................................................................................B8.....................................................................................................................Jewellery / Watches
COFINLUXE................................................................................................................................................... K29............................................................................................................ Fragrances & Cosmetics
COLLISTAR..................................................................................................................................................... K1............................................................................................................. Fragrances & Cosmetics
CONDENSÉ PARIS........................................................................................................................................ C18............................................................................................................ Fragrances & Cosmetics
COTY PRESTIGE...........................................................................................................................................HS12........................................................................................................... Fragrances & Cosmetics
CRESTA SWISS CHOCOLATE LIQUEUR......................................................................................................... A5.............................................................................................................................. Wine & Spirits
CRM TRADING............................................................................................................................................... J2................................................................................................ Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
DECLARE - JUVENA - MARLIES MOLLER – New Exhibitor..................................................................... B30............................................................................................................ Fragrances & Cosmetics
DESIGNER PARFUMS................................................................................................................................... J10............................................................................................................ Fragrances & Cosmetics
DESIGUAL – New Exhibitor................................................................................................................... Mezz314........................................................................................... Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
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DESTILERIAS CAMPENY............................................................................................................................... G01.............................................................................................................................Wine & Spirits
DI COSTA SPA – New Exhibitor................................................................................................................. B10......................................................................................................... Confectionery & Fine Food
DIVERSE FLAVOURS...................................................................................................................................... Q8..............................................................................................................................Wine & Spirits
DONUM MASSENEZ / COGNAC GODET........................................................................................................ P31.............................................................................................................................Wine & Spirits
DRAGEES REYNAUD – New Exhibitor. ...................................................................................................... Q3.......................................................................................................... Confectionery & Fine Food
DUC D’O CHOCOLATERIE............................................................................................................................. P12......................................................................................................... Confectionery & Fine Food
DUTY-FREE NEWS INTERNATIONAL........................................................................................................... A21...........................................................................................................................................Press
ELLA MORISSA............................................................................................................................................. E10................................................................................................................... Jewellery / Watches
ELLE.............................................................................................................................................................. A18................................................................................................................... Jewellery / Watches
ELSA GROUPE S.A.M – New Exhibitor....................................................................................................... F8.................................................................................................................... Jewellery / Watches
EMPIRE OF SCENTS..................................................................................................................................... C26............................................................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
EQUSS........................................................................................................................................................... G18................................................................................................................... Jewellery / Watches
ERNEST BOREL – New Exhibitor.......................................................................................................... Mezz309............................................................................................................... Jewellery / Watches
ESTEE LAUDER TRAVEL RETAILING INC....................................................................................................HS05...........................................................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
EUROITALIA.................................................................................................................................................. L18............................................................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
EZMA – New Exhibitor............................................................................................................................... F01............................................................................................... Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
F BEVERAGES LTD........................................................................................................................................ P02.............................................................................................................................Wine & Spirits
FALIC FASHION GROUP............................................................................................................................... J802...........................................................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
FAUCHON......................................................................................................................................................N13......................................................................................................... Confectionery & Fine Food
FERRERO....................................................................................................................................................... L8.......................................................................................................... Confectionery & Fine Food
FERVOR – New Exhibitor. .......................................................................................................................... P3.................................................................................................................... Jewellery / Watches
FIRST AMERICAN BRANDS, INC – New Exhibitor.................................................................................... A02............................................................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
FOCUS NETWORK AGENCIES (SINGAPORE) PTE LTD.................................................................................N18......................................................................................................... Confectionery & Fine Food
FRATELLI ROSSETTI...................................................................................................................................... K9................................................................................................ Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
FREDERIQUE CONSTANT............................................................................................................................. G21................................................................................................................... Jewellery / Watches
FREY WILLE.................................................................................................................................................. J30................................................................................................................... Jewellery / Watches
FURLA – New Exhibitor............................................................................................................................. E19............................................................................................... Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
GERZON DUTY FREE.................................................................................................................................... D18................................................................................................................... Jewellery / Watches
GIORGIO FEDON 1919...................................................................................................................................M16............................................................................................... Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
GLAM ROCK – New Exhibitor................................................................................................................ Mezz303............................................................................................................... Jewellery / Watches
GODIVA CHOCOLATIER..................................................................................................................................H2.......................................................................................................... Confectionery & Fine Food
GOLD SILK.....................................................................................................................................................N1.................................................................................................................... Jewellery / Watches
GOLDKENN – New Exhibitor..................................................................................................................... P22......................................................................................................... Confectionery & Fine Food
GROUPE GL.................................................................................................................................................... E8.................................................................................................................... Jewellery / Watches
GUESS FASHION...........................................................................................................................................H19............................................................................................... Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
GUESS JEWELLERY - PARKER..................................................................................................................... F26..................................................................................................................... Jewellery/Watches
GUEST MEN FRAGRANCES & COSMETICS..................................................................................................D31............................................................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
GUYLIAN........................................................................................................................................................ K10......................................................................................................... Confectionery & Fine Food
HANSE DISTRIBUTION – New Exhibitor.................................................................................................. C301.................................................................................................................. Jewellery / Watches
HARSTON CELLARS..................................................................................................................................... L31.............................................................................................................................Wine & Spirits
HARSTON GROUP.........................................................................................................................................M31................................................................................................................... Jewellery / Watches
HAWAIIAN HOST CHOCOLATES.................................................................................................................... P13......................................................................................................... Confectionery & Fine Food
HERMÈS.......................................................................................................................................................HS03...........................................................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
HERSHEY’S................................................................................................................................................... P10......................................................................................................... Confectionery & Fine Food
HIYOKO........................................................................................................................................................... A8.......................................................................................................... Confectionery & Fine Food
IAN MACLEOD DISTILLERS LTD.................................................................................................................... G4..............................................................................................................................Wine & Spirits
ICE-WATCH................................................................................................................................................... C10................................................................................................................... Jewellery / Watches
IMPERIAL TOBACCO...................................................................................................................................... J1........................................................................................................................................ Tobacco
INCC GROUP – New Exhibitor................................................................................................................... P26............................................................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
INFLIGHT TRADE SERVICES......................................................................................................................... F2................................................................................................................................... Gifts / Toys
INNISKILLIN / VINCOR.................................................................................................................................M34.............................................................................................................................Wine & Spirits
INTER PARFUMS.......................................................................................................................................... J18............................................................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
INTERNATIONAL BEVERAGE.........................................................................................................................M1.............................................................................................................................Wine & Spirits
INTERNATIONAL MASIS TABAK – New Exhibitor.....................................................................................M35....................................................................................................................................... Tobacco
ITF SPA.......................................................................................................................................................... F13............................................................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
J. CORTES CIGARS........................................................................................................................................ F10....................................................................................................................................... Tobacco
JACOBSENS BAKERY.................................................................................................................................... Q7.......................................................................................................... Confectionery & Fine Food
JACQUES BOGART GROUP...........................................................................................................................M18............................................................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
JACQUES FAREL – New Exhibitor. ............................................................................................................N8.................................................................................................................... Jewellery / Watches
JC NEWMAN CIGAR CO................................................................................................................................ C30....................................................................................................................................... Tobacco
JEAN-CHARLES BROSSEAU......................................................................................................................... Q1.............................................................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
JT INTERNATIONAL.....................................................................................................................................HS25...................................................................................................................................... Tobacco
KALOO, CLAYEUX, COROLLE.........................................................................................................................H8.............................................................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
KARELIA......................................................................................................................................................... G1........................................................................................................................................ Tobacco
KING’S TOBACCO – New Exhibitor. .......................................................................................................... Q01....................................................................................................................................... Tobacco
KIPLING DIVISION - VF EUROPE BVBA........................................................................................................ J28............................................................................................... Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
KOREAN AIR................................................................................................................................................. L37........................................................................................................................................... Other
KORJO............................................................................................................................................................ F3................................................................................................ Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
KOTO PARFUMS.............................................................................................................................................M2............................................................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
KRAFT FOODS WORLD TRAVEL RETAIL....................................................................................................... P20......................................................................................................... Confectionery & Fine Food
L’OCCITANE EN PROVENCE........................................................................................................................HS15...........................................................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
L’OREAL........................................................................................................................................................HS08...........................................................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
LA PERLA – New Exhibitor. ...................................................................................................................... A31............................................................................................... Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
LA PRAIRIE – New Exhibitor.....................................................................................................................H30............................................................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
LA SULTANE DE SABA.................................................................................................................................. D30............................................................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
LA-TWEEZ......................................................................................................................................................B4................................................................................................................................... Gifts / Toys
LABOURE-ROI – New Exhibitor............................................................................................................ Mezz324.........................................................................................................................Wine & Spirits
LACOSTE....................................................................................................................................................... G29............................................................................................... Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
LAMBRETTA.................................................................................................................................................. B26................................................................................................................... Jewellery / Watches
LAMY.............................................................................................................................................................. E5................................................................................................................................... Gifts / Toys
LILAS BLANC – New Exhibitor.............................................................................................................. Mezz301........................................................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
LORIENCE PARIS.......................................................................................................................................... G10............................................................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
LUBRITRADE TRADING PTE LTD – New Exhibitor............................................................................... Mezz318.........................................................................................................................Wine & Spirits
LUCIANO SOPRANI – New Exhibitor. ....................................................................................................... B22............................................................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
LUXOTTICA GROUP....................................................................................................................................... F20............................................................................................... Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
MACDUFF INTERNATIONAL LTD...................................................................................................................N4..............................................................................................................................Wine & Spirits
MANDARINA DUCK – New Exhibitor.................................................................................................... Mezz312........................................................................................... Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
MARCOLIN SPA............................................................................................................................................. J34............................................................................................... Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
MARS INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL RETAIL..................................................................................................... K35......................................................................................................... Confectionery & Fine Food
MAUI JIM USA, INC........................................................................................................................................ G9................................................................................................ Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
MÄURER & WIRTZ......................................................................................................................................... J4.............................................................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
MAVIVE.......................................................................................................................................................... L30............................................................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
MG CELLARS LTD......................................................................................................................................... A10.............................................................................................................................Wine & Spirits
MICYS COMPANY SPA - PUPA....................................................................................................................... F9.............................................................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
MINOX – New Exhibitor............................................................................................................................. E02..................................................................................................................................Electronics
MISAKI........................................................................................................................................................... G31................................................................................................................... Jewellery / Watches
MITCH & MARC AUSTRALIA.........................................................................................................................N19............................................................................................... Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
MOLINARI...................................................................................................................................................... A6..............................................................................................................................Wine & Spirits
MONTEIL PARIS – New Exhibitor............................................................................................................... F5.............................................................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
MORGAN & OATES........................................................................................................................................M10............................................................................................... Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
MORRISON BOWMORE DISTILLERS LTD – New Exhibitor. ..................................................................... Q34............................................................................................................................Wine & Spirits
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NESTLE............................................................................................................. G30..................................................................Confectionery & Fine Food
NEUHAUS.......................................................................................................... P9...................................................................Confectionery & Fine Food
NICI................................................................................................................... K02...........................................................................................Electronics
NIGURA METZLER OPTICS INTERNATIONAL................................................... C7......................................................... Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
NOUGAT LONDON.............................................................................................. A2......................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
OILILY / RENA LANGE....................................................................................... D19.....................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
ORLANE............................................................................................................ F19......................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
P&G PRESTIGE – New Exhibitor.................................................................. HS10....................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
PAL ZILERI........................................................................................................ H18........................................................ Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
PANDORA...................................................................................................... Mezz305........................................................................ Jewellery / Watches
PARFUMS BERDOUES – New Exhibitor. ...................................................... B18.....................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
PARFUMS CARON.............................................................................................. D9......................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
PARFUMS CHRISTIAN DIOR............................................................................ HS19....................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
PARFUMS MARINA DE BOURBON / ZYLANGIA............................................... M26.....................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
PARLUX FRAGRANCES..................................................................................... B12.....................................................................Fragrances & Cosmetics
PASHMA..............................................................................................................J8.......................................................... Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
PATONS MACADAMIAS..................................................................................... C13..................................................................Confectionery & Fine Food
PATRON SPIRITS INTERNATIONAL AG............................................................ H31......................................................................................Wine & Spirits
PAUL SAPIN....................................................................................................... A7.......................................................................................Wine & Spirits
PERFETTI VAN MELLE GLOBAL TRAVEL RETAIL............................................. N3...................................................................Confectionery & Fine Food
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Combine to create

your own style

tFAP show in singAPore, stAnd no.: 305
Become your own jewellery designer and create the combinations that feel
just right for you. design your own favourite combinations on pandora.net.
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DUTY FREE & TRAVEL RETAIL
PREMIUM EVENT

EXHIBITION
Cannes 21-26 Oct. 2012
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